DISCOVER
YOUR
UNSTOPPABLE
NATURE

IT ALL STARTS WITH
A UNIQUE NATURAL MATERIAL
Only the authentic Eucalyptus globulus fibres
can guarantee nonstop performance and
unbeatable eco-efficiency in a light weight paper.

NONSTOP PERFORMANCE
Our fibres are the secret to create a lightweight paper with greater
bulkiness, thickness and stiffness than most standard 80g.m2 papers.

OPACITY

WHITENESS

The more opaque the
paper the more it is
suitable for duplex
printing

The whiter the paper,
the better are
printing results

THICKNESS/STIFFNESS

Higher whiteness and
brightness allows more
vivid color and high
definition contrasts.

SMOOTHNESS

Thicker and stiffer
paper translates into
higher runnability,
without paper jams

Higher smoothness
improves toner
adhesion and ink
absorption

A more dense and rigid
paper is less likely to curl
and jam.

Superior tactile sensation
and optimizes ink/toner
consumption, extending
office equipment lifetime.

Runnability

PERFORMANCE
Paper Thickness

Printing information, graphs
and images will be extremely
legible on both sides.

PRINTING QUALITY

Discovery 75g.m-2
Standard 80g.m-2
Standard 75g.m-2

Paper Stiffness

Getting ahead in life and in business is all about
efficiency and sustainability, by doing more with less.

NONSTOP ECO-EFFICIENCY
LESS FOR MORE
Better quality with less weight and fewer resources.
Discovery papers are lighter and greener. They use
less wood than normal 80g.m2 for the same amount
of paper and avoid waste.
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LESS WASTE

5% FEWER
trucks on the road

75G

-6%

LOWER
weight boxes

70G

-13%

PAPER: THE MOST RECYCLED PRODUCT
IN EUROPE
Each fibre is recycled on average 3 to 4 times

DISCOVERY FIBRES
IMPROVE PAPER
RECYCLABILITY
BY 60% UP TO 150%
vs other representative
paper fibres (birch and acacia)
Source: RAIZ

DO YOU KNOW OUR RENEWABLE FORESTS
ARE 365 DAYS CAPTURING CO2?
>>
The forests managed by NVG account
for a carbon storage equivalent to the
emissions generated by 1,2 million cars
driving around the world

=

5 reams of Discovery
store an amount of CO₂
equivalent to the emissions of a
passenger on a flight Paris-London

